Abstract: Mid course guidance and prediction play a major role for intercepting manoeuvreing targets. In this paper, a combination of set estimation techniques and a mid course guidance law using intercept geometry concept are presented. It is based on a characterization of the boundary of the set where the target could be located according to hypotheses on existing manoeuvres and bounds on feasible acceleration. The guidance law is defined so as to make it possible to reach any point of this boundary and protect an area in which the defended assets are located. Examples of applications are presented to illustrate the procedure.
INTRODUCTION
The mid course guidance phase refers to the stage of the missile guidance leading the missile to a terminal handover point to acquire the target motion information using its own on-board sensor. Medium or long range missiles generally apply a mid course guidance law, since they are not able to lock on target during early flight phase. The purposes of the mid course guidance law differs significantly from those of terminal homing guidance algorithm: it must not only find a good condition for the terminal homing phase, but also deliver the missile to that condition using only the target motion data updated by the external source such as a plane, ship, or ground station. Therefore, development of suitable mid course guidance law is necessary to enhance the performance of the overall guidance system. Although a wide range of missile guidance algorithms have been developed over the past decades, there hasn't been much research that directly tackles with area air defence and protection. Primary objective of the guidance laws is to strike threats in order to protect an area in which the defended assets are placed. For example, two primary tasks of the missiles in naval defence are protections of sea traffic or convoys, and coast line against incoming threats. In the area air defence problem, there exist various types of air threat from the sea skimmer to the high diving missile in addition to attacking aircraft and weapon carrying Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). For ground stations to continue their primary role, it is essential that air defence for a single unit, a close escort or a major surface group provides a comprehensive defence against all types of these threats (Robb et al. (2005a) , Robb et al. (2005b) ).
The guided weapon system has been high manoeuvreable, intelligent and stealthy. Intercepting these threats has become more challenging as their trajectories become less predictable. The difficulties of selecting adequate interception response are also exacerbated by the limited amount of time available. Successful target prediction lies in the quality of extracting useful information about the target's state based on observations and suitable set of hypothesis. This information is greatly enhanced if one uses a suitable model, i.e. one that exploits the knowledge available on the target motion. Classical approach computes the interception control (missile acceleration) using minimum covariance, unbiased estimates of target state. The determination of the guidance law and its optimality relies on the certainty equivalence principle and a set of assumptions on the final aim of the target (Nesline and Zarchan (1981) , Lin (1991) ). However, the performance of the resulting law are tightly linked with the adequacy of these hypotheses and the quality of estimation, especially the evaluation of the time to go. An alternative method consists in predicting the target location using Gaussiansum approximation to the probability density function of that position (Bertsekas and Rhodes (1971) ).
For area air defence, we design a framework for mid course guidance of a missile toward a manoeuvreing target, taking into account the uncertainty on its state and potential future trajectories. This framework is based on the joint use of set estimation and prediction, as well as design of predictive mid course guidance using the Intercept Geometry (IG) concept (Robb et al. (2005a) , ) and the optimal control theory (Zarchan (1994) ). During mid course phase, the update rate from the ground stations is relatively slow and the scarcity of the measurements makes it difficult to predict the target manoeuvres accurately. This is why the predicted target positions are described as a set whose boundaries depend on target noise, potential acceleration and potential objectives. Using this characterization, it becomes necessary to design a guidance law suited to mid course that would not only take into account this description, but also guarantee the defence of the assets in an area. This can be achieved if the mid course guidance law pushes away the IG against the set of predicted target positions from the assets defended, and deliver engagement conditions in which the terminal homing guidance can intercept the target.
The paper is organized as follows. Set estimation and prediction are first presented. The mid course guidance using the IG concept and optimal control theory is described with the explanation of the time-to-go estimation method. A description on how potential manoeuvres are taken into account completes the scheme. The performance of the proposed guidance strategy is then illustrated with numerical examples.
TARGET ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION
Tracking manoeuvreing targets is mostly performed using a state-space discrete model with additive noise of the following form
where X k , Z k and u k are the target state, observation and control input vectors, respectively, at the discrete time t k ; w k and v k are process and measurement noise sequences, respectively; and f k and h k are some vector-valued (possibly time-varying) functions. Measurement and process noises are usually assumed to be gaussians whereas the control input is defined so that the target aims at a given (valuable) objective. The measurements are provided either by ground-based device with a slow uplink frequency or by by missile-borne seeker with higher frequency. According to model dynamics and measurements structure, Kalman or extended Kalman filter are used to estimate the target state vector consisting most often of its position, velocity and acceleration in an inertial frame.
However, this approach suffers several drawbacks. First, the prediction of the state vector is based on the combination of a gaussian evolution and a deterministic trajectory aimed at a given objective. The adequacy of the prediction is then tightly linked to the credibility of this assumption. Second, it might be difficult to provide a suitable gaussian descriptions of the measurement noise as they are obtained usually via a nonlinear transform. In order to overcome these difficulties, the approach used here is based on the following assumptions. The state perturbations and noise measurements are only assumed to remain within known bounds. The values of the target control inputs are determined to ensure that the target is enabled to reach an a priori defended area.
Set estimation
Estimation of the target state vector under these hypotheses consists in seeking for the set of all values of state vector that is consistent in the sense that all errors fall within specified known bounds. This approach corresponds to guaranteed estimation that was initially introduced by Schweppe (1968) and followed by Bertsekas and Rhodes (1971) . Several methods have been developed to define the boundary of this set or to compute a set properly containing this boundary. The main approach computes a set approximation under the form of an ellipsoid, but other approaches determine a characterized polyhedral boundary or the union of intervals to which all state vectors belong. In this paper, the set estimation procedure is based on the ellipsoidal approximation algorithm in Maksarov and Norton (2002) .
Ellipsoidal description The initial step of the estimation algorithm consists in defining an ellipsoid that is assumed to contain all values of the initial state vector. It is characterized by its centerX 0 and associated matrix P 0 that defines its main axes and amplitude (P 0 is semi positive definite (SPD) matrix):
where n is the space dimension. As the target state vector consists in position, velocity and acceleration components, this ellipsoid is of dimension nine, x 0 is a 9-dimensional vector and P 0 a 9 by 9 positive matrix. The system is modeled as a discretized first-order linearised system
where state variables with subscription k or k+1 denote those at time t k or t k+1 , and w k and v k are input and measurement noises at t k which belong to the following ellipsoids
where W k and V k are covariances of noise w k and v k .
Measurement updating Let Ξ k/k−1 be the ellipsoid predicted at time t k−1 for time t k with centerX k/k−1 and characteristic matrix P k/k−1 . Let Z k be the new measurement, the ellipsoid Ξ k consistent with Ξ k/k−1 and the new measurement is characterized by its centerX k and characteristic matrix P k defined bŷ
and
where
k e k , and α is given by equation (6) 
where e k is the innovation (e k = Z k − C kXk/k+1 ). Updating is performed when α belongs to the interval ]1,
n , the resulting intersection is empty which means that either the measurement is erroneous or the hypothesis on the bounds is wrong. In order to avoid loss of target tracking, when such a situation occurs, we operates a translation of the resulting ellipsoid toward the measurement image, halfway to the exact measurement image. This corresponds to weight the confidence in the new measurement by 1/2.
Prediction Any X belonging to Ξ k should be considered as a candidate to be the state initial value for the characterization of the attainability domain. As X describes Ξ k , it is possible to determine the extreme vector values reached. They consist in 2n points obtained by determining the eigen values and eigen vectors of the matrix P k . They are obtained as the vector starting fromX k along one of the eigen vector of P k multiply by plus or minus the associated eigen value. These points will be used as starting points for the trajectories that will define the limit of the attainability domain. These trajectories are assumed to aim at reaching an a priori defended area characterized as a convex envelope of a set of n sk points, S ki . A bundle of trajectories is determined linking each of the extreme points to one of the S ki . The predicted set at time t k+1 is obtained as the smallest convex domain containing the points of these trajectories for the given time (refer to e.g. Abdel-Malek and Hassan (1991) ).
Chebyshev centre
After characterizing the trajectory bundle at time t k as a set of points or a bounded ellipsoid, it is of interest to define a specific point that would present suitable properties to be chosen as the objective for the defending missile guidance. Such a point is the Chebyshev centre of the convex hull of this set of points, i.e. the point which minimizes the maximal distance between itself and any point of the set. Determination of this centre is performed using the method described in Botkin and Turova-Botkina (1994) . As a minmax estimate of the potential state of the target, this point limits the amount of lateral acceleration necessary to reach the real target position whenever additional measurement becomes available.
INTERCEPT GEOMETRY GUIDANCE
A mid course guidance using intercept geometry (IG) concept is developed in this section. The IG is the capture region representing the farthest boundary that the target can travel against a missile using a guidance law. In this study, an optimal guidance law is used to compute the IG.
The optimal guidance law and the IG guidance strategy will be described in following two subsections.
Optimal Guidance Law Applied
Here, the optimal guidance minimising the control energy is aiming a intercept point instead of heading for the target. In order to see the characteristics of the guidance law, let us consider a two-dimensional missile engagement scenario as shown in Fig. 1 . Subscripts M and T on the The relative position between the missile and target on z axis is obtained as:
The equation of motion of homing guidance is given bẏ
Since V M sin θ M (t) can be represented as (8) is rewritten as:
(11) We define V z as linearizedż about z = 0 and ∆θ M = 0 by assuming small ∆θ
The first time derivative of V z (t) is given bẏ
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The state equations for the homing guidance problem is represented in the forṁ
. (18) Now, consider the following optimal control problem which finds u(t) minimizing the performance index defined by:
subject to Eqn. 16 with terminal constraints given by
where R(s) = (t f − s) N for a integer N greater than or equal to zero, and
(21) The general solution is given by (Cho et al. (1999) )
Since the guidance law is derived based on the linearisation about the sightline to the intercept point, equation (23) involves cos θ 0 M in the denominators. For N = 0 and constant velocities of the missile and target, the optimal control command is obtained as (Zarchan (1994) ) a M =C S t go (25)
where N is the effective navigation gain. The guidance law derived in equation (25) is the conventional PN guidance law.
From equation (22) and definitions of the states z and V z , it is clear that the time-to-go t go is one of main parameters to determine the performance of the guidance law. For given guidance command histories of the missile and target, it is possible to compute accurate time-to-go estimates. We, however, will deal with this approach in a separate paper in detail (Shin et al. (2010) ). The guidance command history of the target plays important roles in determining not only the IG, but also the performance of guidance. It is generally assumed to be constant for the practical implementation. The following subsection will show how we determine this constant value.
Mid course Guidance Using Intercept Geometry Concept
In previous studies, we proposed a mid course algorithm based on earliest intercept guidance law (EIGGL) and differential geometry guidance law (DGGL) ), Menec et al. (2009 ). The key idea of the mid course guidance is shown in Fig. 2 . The earliest intercept geometry (EIG) is the contour of the earliest intercept points along with all possible heading angles of the target, Fig. 2 . Concept of the mid course guidance using EIGL i.e. the boundary to which the target can travel. The white coloured circle is therefore the capture region. In area air defence, missiles must destroy the incoming target threat before it penetrates any defended asset. Therefore, a mid course algorithm should hold the target inside this capture region, guaranteeing that all assets remain outside the capture zone. In some circumstances, assets could be located in the capture zone, in which case, the mid course guidance strives to push the EIG away from the assets inside the capture zone.
The EIG in our previous work is analytically derived by applying DGGL to the engagement scenarios under assumption that the target and missile can instantaneously change their heading angle. This means the proposed EIGGL considers the worst case. To take into account operational and physical constraints of the missile and the target, we proposed a modified mid course guidance law, called Intercept Geometry Guidance Law (IGGL), but based on the same concepts of the EIGGL.
The IGGL is to keep all assets outside the capture zone defined by the IG and control the this zone away from the assets inside this zone as shown in Fig. 3 . From the IG Fig. 3 . Concept of the modified mid course guidance obtained, it is possible to calculate the distances between the defending assets and the IG, and determine which assets are in more danger using these distances, i.e. the closer distance, the more danger the defence system may encounter. To compute the IG, we use an optimal guidance law and predicted target trajectory. Here, the key idea of the IGGL is that the IG changes as the predicted command history of target varies. Therefore, the IG can be controlled by taking into account the erroneous target acceleration estimate and guiding the missile against this target. In this study, the prediction of the target guidance command is chosen so as to push away the IG from the assets closest to the IG as shown in Fig. 3 . Figs. 4 and 5 shows the results of a numerical simulation demonstrating the concept of the proposed guidance strategy. Initially the IG is obtained as shown Fig. 4 in the numerical condition. When the target acceleration is intentionally considered as 0, then the IG after 3 sec is IG1 in Fig. 3 . When the guidance command of the target is assumed to be 30 m/s 2 , the IG after 3 sec is IG 2 in the figure. In this numerical example, IG 2 is more satisfactory since the distance between the IG and defended asset, i.e. the safety distance, is longer.
INTERCEPTION FRAMEWORK
The current state estimates are computed from the target estimation of the proposed set estimation algorithm, when the measurement of the target motion is updated. Otherwise, the target prediction from the algorithm is assumed to be the estimates of the current state values. The IG is computed using the acceleration limit considered in the set estimation. Then, we obtain the distances between the defending assets and the IG, and determine which assets are in more danger using these distances. Now, mid course guidance strives to push away the IG from the assets by deliberately considering erroneous target acceleration for the guidance law. 
APPLICATIONS
For applications of the proposed method, we considered an engagement in which a target endeavour to destroy one of the assets in a defended area and the missile defends the assets. It is also assumed that the speeds of the missile and target are constant and PN guidance law is applied to the target. Moreover, it is assumed that there are no measurements available from 7 sec to 18 sec of flight time.
The number of the assets are three and their positions are represented in table 1. Table 2 shows initial conditions of the missile and target for the numerical simulations.
In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed guidance strategy, two engagement scenarios are considered for the numerical simulations: the target homes to the first ground base in the first scenario, and the second ground base in the second scenario. Two engagement scenarios without missile intervention are depicted in Figs. 5 and 5.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the results of the simulations. As depicted in the figures, the set estimation still estimates the target even if there is no target motion information available. Moreover, if the missile has the measurement of the target motion again, the set estimation algorithm rapidly reduces the estimation error. From the results, it is shown that the proposed set-based mid course algorithm not only increases the safety distance, but also shapes the missile trajectory.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, a mid course guidance framework has been presented for interception of manoeuvreing targets. This approach uses a description of the target state in the form of a set. The set is obtained via prediction of a bundle of potential target trajectories taking into account bounded error disturbances and target manoeuvres. The predictive mid course guidance is designed using the Intercept Geometry (IG) concept and optimal control theory. The proposed mid course guidance not only protects assets in an area, but also delivers good engagement conditions to the terminal homing phase to guarantee the interception of the manoeuvring target. First evaluation in realistic scenario has shown good performances of the estimation and guidance laws. Future work includes design of mid course guidance that maintains any point of the target set reachable for a given time horizon. Another development is to include missile manoeuvres in the guidance law to enhance observability of some predicted target manoeuvres.
